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ABSTRACT 
 
 The aim of this bachelor thesis is to point out European Unions – low carbon 
economy, based on future using of renewable sources as a potential source of energy. 
Slovak republic is due to its position in central Europe rich in natural healing sources of 
water which are considered as the most perspective renewable source in this country.  
 Chosen problem I decide to solve on specific part of Slovak Health Spa Piešťany, 
especially on Mirror pools located at Balnea Centre on Spa Island. According to 
measurements of temperature and discharge of natural healing source of water poured out 
of the Mirror pools obtained from Measurement and Regulation dispatching, I design the 
system which use this potential energy as a renewable source of heat.  
 The research point out that obtaining energy from renewable sources such as 
natural healing sources of water are efficient and economical. With the help of designed 
system I declared the ability of using 98 % of this renewable source of energy, which 
reduced the costs of operation of the Slovak Health Spa by 216 € per one day.  
 In spite of the fact that European Union accepted low carbon economy, by which 
countries have to reduce the amount of releasing Green-house gases over the 80 % , the 
results of this bachelor thesis allows us to reduce amount of gas used nowadays during 
the operation of Balneological departments and help us to fulfill this European Union 
idea.  
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ABSTRAKT 
  
 Cieľom tejto bakalárskej práce je vyzdvihnúť nízko uhlíkovú ekonómiu Európskej 
Únie, založenú na budúcom využívaní obnoviteľných zdrojov ako potencionálny zdroj 
energie. Slovenská republika je vďaka jej pozícii v centrálnej Európe bohatá na prírodné 
liečivé zdroje vody, ktoré sú považované za najperspektívnejší obnoviteľný zdroj energie 
v tejto krajne.      
 Vybraný problém som sa rozhodol riešiť na špecifickej časti Slovenských 
Liečebných kúpeľov Piešťany, a to Zrkadliskách nachádzajúcich sa v Balnea Centre na 
Kúpeľnom ostrove. Vzhľadom na merania teploty a prietoku prírodnej liečivej vody 
vytekajúcej zo Zrkadlísk obdŕžaných od dispečingu Merania a Regulácie, som navrhol 
systém, ktorý využíva potencionálnu energiu ako obnoviteľný zdroj tepla. 
 Výskum ukázal, že získavanie energie z obnoviteľných zdrojov ako prírodné 
liečivé zdroje vody je efektívne a ekonomické. S pomocou navrhnutého systému som 
dokázal schopnosť využívania  98% z tohto obnoviteľného zdroja energie, čo 
zredukovalo náklady na prevádzku Slovenských liečebných kúpeľov o 216 € za deň.   
 Vzhľadom na skutočnosť, že Európska Únia prijala nízko uhlíkovú ekonómiu, na 
základe ktorej musia krajiny zredukovať množstvo vypúšťaných skleníkových plynov 
o 80%, výsledok tejto bakalárskej práce nám umožňuje znížiť množstvo zemného plynu, 
využívaného v dnešnej dobe na prevádzku Balneologických zariadení a takisto napomáha 
naplniť víziu Európskej Únie.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
According to European Union – low carbon economy, which should decrease by 
the year 2040 the amount of releasing Green- House gases over the 80 %. This decreasing 
will be provided primary by using of renewable sources of energy. 
Slovak republic has due to its position in central Europe, environment and climate 
conditions from worldwide point of view a lot of Natural healing sources. This NHS are 
primary used for healing procedures at spas and are protected from the law against using 
them for commercial source of energy. 
Using of NHS water for healing procedures has great history and always underlay 
to protective and non-wasting way of using. Balnological departments and spas appeared 
always there, where people find healing power of NHS water poured out of the ground. 
On this principle were established Slovak Health Spa in Piešťany. 
NHS water energy is from the human point of view almost unaffected. Its 
composition and physically-chemical properties are influenced by the situation in the 
Earth crust. Climatic condition such as sun, wind influence partially its collecting – this 
restrictions are applied mainly on ground NHS water. 
Most of Natural healing sources at Slovakia are opened systems, which means that 
after collecting and using of NHS water from ground wells or drills in Balneological 
departments is this waste NHS water poured out into recipient (river) without any after 
beneficial using. 
The bachelor thesis The energy of potential of pools that use geothermal energy 
as a natural heating source of water point out the possibility of using the waste NHS water 
poured out of the Balneological departments as a renewable source of energy. 
According to assignment I choose to make a research on specific part of Slovak 
Heath Spa in Piešťany on Mirror pools located at Balnea Centre.     
The aim of this research is to design the NHS system which, would be able to 
collect and transfer the energy from waste NHS water pouring out of the Mirror pools and 
helps to fulfill the idea of European Union – low carbon economy.  
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2. THEORETICAL PART  
2.1. NATURAL HEALING SOURCE 
Mineral waters are diluted salt solutions with special physical and chemical 
properties. They can be used as a natural healing source when they are naturally pouring 
out of the ground, and they are rich in dissolved solids or carbon dioxide or other chemical 
elements significant for health of human at least 1gl-1. Secondly mineral waters can be 
used as a NHS, if their temperature at well is more than 20 oC. [3] 
2.1.1. Natural healing sources in Slovakia 
Picture 1.1 – Map of Natural healing sources at Slovakia [2] 
 
2.1.2. Monitoring of natural healing sources in Slovakia 
Monitoring of natural healing sources is a part of monitoring of the life environment. 
The aim of this system is to collect data about mineral waters especially, their chemical, 
physical, microbiological and biological properties. [11] 
2.1.2.1. Responsibilities and  definition of monitoring system 
Monitoring system of natural healing sources at Slovakia was established to ensure 
the protection of quality and quantity of NHS and their rationally using on the base of 
collected data from observations and measurements. [11] 
The provider of Health Spa complexes is obligated to set up and operate monitoring 
system at drill, from which he gains mineral water and continuously send collected data 
to Ministry of Health. He is although mentioned to provide a local information system. 
[11] 
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2.2.  POTENTIAL OF NATURAL HEALING SOURCE 
According to Conception of geological research and investigation at the territory of 
Slovak republic from the year 2011, Slovakia has a great energetic potential of NHS. 
These renewable sources are split over the whole country and its using has economic and 
ecological benefits.[4] 
Technical exploitable potential of individual renewable sources is shown at Table 1.2, 
where is although shown energetic potential of unused renewable sources, which could 
be used after the introduction of available technologies and breaking administration and 
ecological barriers. Nowadays we can say, that the most energetic potential has biomass 
(over 44 %), then geothermal energy (16, 6%), solar energy (13, 7%), waste management 
(9, 3%), biological fuels (6, 6%) and wind energy (1, 6%). [15] 
The division of geothermal sources at Slovakia is: [15] 
- Sources with low temperature from 20 oC to 100 oC 
- Sources with medium temperature from 100 oC to 150 oC 
- Sources with high temperature more than 150 oC  
For the better understanding at Table 1.1 is shown the division of geothermal sources 
of water according to individual authors and their categorization of temperature of 
geothermal sources. [15] 
The substantiality is given in ls-1 or m3h-1. According to this we divide the sources: [15] 
 With slight substantiality – less than 1,0 ls-1 
 With very low substantiality – from 1,0 ls-1 to 5,0 ls-1  
 With low substantiality – from 5,0 ls-1 to 10,0 ls-1 
 With medium substantiality – from 10,0 ls-1 to 25,0 ls-1 
 With large substantiality – from 25,0 ls-1 to 50,0 ls-1 
 With very large substantiality – more than 50,0 ls-1 
 
Table 1.1. - Division of geothermal sources of water according to individual author [13] 
Author Muffler 
Cataldi 
(1978) 
Hochstein 
(1990) 
Benderriter 
Corny (1990) 
Mavrickij 
et. al. 
(1977) 
Haenel et 
al. 
 (1988) 
Clasification of source 
low temperature < 90 oC < 125 oC < 100 oC < 70 oC  < 150 oC 
medium temperature 90 - 150 oC 125 - 225 oC 100 - 200 oC 70 - 100 oC - 
high temperature > 150 oC > 225 oC > 200 oC > 100  oC > 150  oC 
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Table 1.2. - Technical exploitable potential of individual renewable sources [15] 
Name of renewable 
source 
Technical exploitable 
potential 
Present using of 
source 
Unused energetic 
potential 
TJ/r GWh/r TJ/r GWh/r TJ/r GWh/r 
Geothermal energy 22 680 6 300 1 224 240 24 456 5 960 
Wind energy 2 178 605 0 0 2 178 605 
Solar energy 18 720 5 200 25 7 18 695 5 193 
Small water power 
stations 
3 722 1 034 727 202 2 995 832 
Biomass 60 458 16 794 11 491 3 192 48 967 13 602 
Waste management 12 726 3 535 4 504 1 251 8 222 2 284 
Biological fuels 9 000 2 500 1 188 330 7 812 2 170 
              
Sum of energy: 129 484 35 968 19 159 5 222 113 325 30 646 
              
Water power stations 23 785 6 607 18 335 5 093 5 450 1 514 
              
Sum of energy: 153 269 42 575 37 494 10 315 118 775 32 160 
 
2.2.1. Politics of natural healing sources in Slovakia 
The aim of Slovak politics is to use renewable sources of energy in ratio to gross 
final consumption of energy from 6, 7 % in 2005 to 14% till the year 2020. The essential 
document in relationship with reaching this goal is National action plan for energy from 
renewable sources of energy, which government granted at 6th of October 2010, 
government resolution SR c. 677/2010.  The goal of this resolution is to reach 15,3 % 
from use of renewable sources of energy in ratio to gross final consumption of energy. 
Energetic politics of SR is influenced by European Union, which wants to decrease the 
number of greenhouse gases by 20 %, increase the energetic efficiency up to 20 % and 
use of renewable sources by 20 % till the year 2020 – Picture 1.2 and Table 1.3. [10] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture1.2 Graph of 2020 goals. [5] 
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Table 1.3 Estimation of using renewable sources of energy till the year 2020. [7] 
Renewable source of energy 
Production in year 
2002 
Production in year 
2010 
Production in year 
2020 
GWh GWh GWh 
Geothermal energy 0 1 40 
Wind energy 0 100 550 
Solar energy 0 0 10 
Small water power stations 245 350 600 
Biomass 153 350 1300 
Biological fuels 6 52 500 
        
Sum of energy: 404 853 3000 
        
Water power stations 4924 5000 5300 
        
Sum of energy: 5328 5853 8300 
 
 According to European low-carbon economy roadmap it is suggested that, by the 
year 2050, the EU should cut emissions to 80 % below 1990 levels. Milestones to achieve 
this are 40 % emissions cut by 2030 and 60 % by 2040. All sectors need to contribute. 
The low-carbon transition is feasible and affordable – Picture 1.3. [2] 
 
Picture 1.3 – Possible 80 % cut in greenhouse gas emissions in the EU (100% = 1990) [2] 
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2.3. PAST AND PRESENT OF BALNEOLOGY ON THE EARTH 
 Balneology has tradition over 3 thousand years and from historic point of view 
belongs to oldest medicine cures. Origin of hydrotherapy can be found 3700 years BC in 
Chinese literature, where although eldest book was developed 2837 years BC. Next 
written records about balneology was found in ancient Egypt in 2500 BC. Indian culture 
precisely developed time schedule and duration of bath in NHS. From this ages comes 
tradition of river Ganga. On East we although register development of balneology in 
Japan around year 1800 BC. [3] 
 Jews were practicing ritual bath in Lake Bethsda, lately in Babylon and in Assyria 
were applying healing effect of mud and massages. Jews culture obtain almost every 
heling procedures and massages from ancient Egypt. [3]   
 Violation of Hippocrates rules for hygiene has impact in medial ages, when broke 
out plague and cholera. These illness were signed under the recession of public spas. [3] 
 In the second half of 18th century ordered Empress Maria Terézia (1740-1780) to 
make a list of all NHS in country. This list was prepared by Professor J.J. Winterl from 
Trnava University, who established quantitatively analyses of NHS. His students make a 
list of NHS in Slovakia. [3] 
 In present there are a lot of spa location in Europe, which are shown on Picture 
1.4. with legend of well-known locations. Slovak Health Spa a.s. with its history and 
successes in healing methods has very important position in global view. List of spa 
localities was written by Alberto d´Alessandro – coordinator of evidence of European 
spas. It is important publication which collect art, architecture and history of European 
spa places with the highlighting of their important healing methods. [16] 
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Picture 1.4 – Map of spa towns in European countries with legend.    
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2.4. PLATE HEAT EXCHANGER 
The construction of plate heat exchanger is based on profiled plates pressed from 
very high quality stainless steel. Plates are putted together in the way that makes holes 
between them for primary and secondary medium, where is through the entering openings 
distributed heat transfer fluid. Heat permeates through the wall of individual plates and 
between mediums allows to interchange the heat – Picture 1.5 and Picture 1.6. [1] 
 
Picture 1.5 – Plates of heat exchanger [1]     Picture 1.6 –Heat exchanger [1] 
2.4.1. Construction 
The individual stainless steel plates are grouped into one package there is no need 
to add additional sealing elements and massive frame desks. Solid connection with copper 
solder at all contact points ensure the high protection against pressure and temperatures. 
The plates are in S shape, which helps to improve their stiffness, turbulence of water, the 
efficiency of heat transfer and protects desks against choking – Picture 1.7. [1]    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1.7 – Plate 
heat exchange [1] 
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2.4.2. Principles of flow through Plate heat exchanger 
According to bonded heat exchangers design for cooling systems is the basic 
principle of the flow of parallel or diagonal, which is the most efficient for heat 
transferring. [1] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1.8 – Principle of flow: vaporizer [1] 
Picture 1.9 – Principle of flow: Condenser [1] 
 
2.4.3. Vaporizer 
At the Picture 1.8 channels and entering openings are design to allow heat transfer 
fluid to flow in opposite direction (full counter flow connection).  Cooling fluid consist 
of mixture of water vapor and fluid enter into heat exchanger from the lowest left side, 
while the quality of water vapor depends on the disposition properties of system. Inside 
of channels afterwards start the vaporing part of system. It is necessary to slightly 
overheat the water vapor. This procedure is so called “dry expansion“. [1]  
 
2.4.4. Condenser 
Main components are the same as vaporizer components. Cooling fluid enter the 
heat exchanger from the upper left side as a hot gas and on the surface of channels start 
to condensate until liquid state and afterwards it is slightly undercooled – Picture 1.9. 
This process is so called “free condensation”. At the picture of condenser show light and 
dark blue arrows to the point of connection of cooling medium. It flows in counter 
direction in opposite channel and is cooling down. Light and dark red arrows show the 
place of connection of cooled fluid. [1] 
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2.5. HEAT PUMP 
Design of heat pump was collaborated with IVT company and with the help of 
software SOLKANE. 
2.5.1. Description of heat pump 
Heat pump uses energy of surrounding environment and change it to heat. It is 
used for heating and warming water. On the same principle of heat pumps works although 
compressor coolers, which uses so called “cold circle”. On the other hand heat pump use 
hot circle. It means that compressor press the cooling fluid, which gain heat, and then at 
heat exchanger - condenser transmit the heat into fluid (or air) for heating or hot water. 
Afterwards reduction valve rapidly decrease pressure of working medium, which is 
follows with decreasing of temperature. To make the temperature again high it must flow 
into vaporizer, which uses the energy of surrounding environment (water, air, earth) as a 
heating medium and the cycle repeated – Picture 1.10. [17] 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1.10 – Single stage process of heat pump and example of heat pump. [6] 
 
2.5.2. Division of heat pumps 
According to way of obtaining the heat, are divided into several groups. The 
choice of the primary source of heat has impact of construction and properties of heat 
pump. The description and the name of heat pump consist of name of primary source of 
heat and secondary of the name of medium to which the heat was transferred. [17] 
2.5.2.1. COP – Coefficient of performance 
This unit less number inform us about efficiency of heat pump. It is theoretical 
ratio between produced heat and consumed electric energy by the compressor shown at 
Picture 1.11. The higher coefficient of performance is, the better and cheaper using of 
heat pump is. In real number COP is between 2,5 - 5. The most expensive and the best 
heat pumps has COP around 7. This coefficient is changing according the environment in 
heat pump is placed and is higher when the temperature on primary side is lower. It 
follows that, it is efficient to use sources of heat with the highest temperature and transmit 
heat to the heating system with lower temperature. [17] 
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2.5.2.2. SPF – Seasonal performance factor 
Working performance of electric heat pump for a season is so called “Seasonal 
performance factor – SPF”. The definition is that it is ratio between produced heat and 
sum of electric energy consumed for the season, shown at Picture 1.11. We have to 
considerate different request on heating, changing of heat source and lowest temperatures 
a year. [17] 
 
    
Picture 1.11 Coefficient of performance and Seasonal performance factor [17] 
 
2.5.2.3. Earth core 
 There are thermal reactions inside of earth crust every second. The produced 
heat comes to the Earth surface in form of heat. The deeper the depth is, the higher 
temperature is. Approximately every 30m the temperature increase for 1 oC. At the depth 
100m is temperature around 10 oC. Average heat flow of Earth is 60 ±10 W/m2. When 
we make technological research the most important parameter is thermal conductivity of 
soil. [17] 
 
2.5.2.4. Ground surface collector  
The cheaper solution for realization and most economical. The only condition is 
to own large piece of land around the building. Collector is made of polyethylene 
pipelines, which is putted into the excavation at non – freezing level at depth 1,2 – 1,5 m. 
Length of individual circles is 100 – 300m. For heating and warming water is used solar 
energy from the sun collected in the Earth ground. According to properties of land the 
performance of heat pump is 8 – 32 W/m2. [17]  
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2.5.2.5. Ground deep – water drill 
Earthworks connected with realization of drills are more expensive than, ground 
surface collectors. Depth of drills is 70 – 140m and depends on soil composition. 
Theoretical power of drill is 40 – 55 w/m. For accurate determination of heating power, 
it is necessary to provide so called “test of thermal response – TRT”, using of test drill 
and measuring technic – show at Picture 1.12 and Picture 1.13. [17] 
 
            
Picture 1.12 – Test drill [17] Picture 1.13 – Connection of measuring 
unit [17] 
2.5.2.6. Energetic pilots 
They are used to obtain low – energy with diameter 120 – 1200 mm and the depth 
3 – 30 m. Construction is made by steel reinforcement and concrete. Energy is distributed 
via pipelines, which are situated on reinforcement. [17] 
 
2.5.2.7. Above-ground level water and under-ground water 
Low energy potential source of heat is directly under-ground water. For the 
collection of hot water is used supply well – pumping well, which is after it’s cooling 
down poured into second rechargeable well. The advantage of this source is high and 
permanent temperature, which is 8 – 10 oC at depth 10m. The condition is supply well 
with sufficient spreading rate, pure water without any sediment and with low amount of 
minerals. [17] 
At the bottom of river or dam is placed collector, which transfer the heat from 
water to heat pump. According to low temperature of water during the winter it is possible 
to cool down the water just a little bit and large collectors are needed – economically not 
reasonable. [17]  
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2.5.2.8. Outer and inner air 
 The amount of energy diluted at air depends on humidity. In contrast from other 
sources (water, soil), the amount of energy diluted at air is not directly proportional to 
temperature, but is decreasing faster. In spite of this fact, the heat pump working with the 
low temperature of outer air is less producing the energy, than heat pump working with 
the higher temperature of the outer air. Air as a low potential source of heat is considered 
up to -20 oC. [17]  
  
 At the building which is mechanically ventilated it is possible to reuse, as source 
of heat exhaust air. Inner air has always relatively high temperature 18- 24 oC. Heat pump 
can work efficiently although at the conditions, when there is no chance to use 
recuperation system. Disadvantage is limited amount of exhaust air and it is necessary to 
design alternative source of low-potential heat. [17] 
 
2.5.2.9. Heat pump ground/ water 
This type of heat pump belong to very significant systems. In consideration of to 
use to outer climatic conditions is the most stable. Heat pumps of type ground/water are 
used till the point of bivalency around -5 oC and -8 oC. When the temperature falls under 
the point of bivalency alternative source of energy is used, for example: electric boiler. 
For the pumping from the ground we have to install ground surface collector or ground 
deep drill, which are shown at picture 1.20 and 1.21. Determination of heat pump depends 
on geological situation and location of building. Heat from the ground surface collector 
or drill is possible to use whole year – Picture 1.14 and Picture 1.15. [17] 
- Advantages:   energetic stable source of heat during the whole year in compare 
with others types of heat pumps. [17] 
- Disadvantages:  earth works connected to installation of heat pump. [17] 
 
Picture 1.14 – Ground surface collector [17] Picture 1.15 – Ground deep drill [17] 
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2.5.2.10. Heat pump  air  / water 
This type of heat pump has advantage of easy installation and universality. There 
are no needs of earth works. Performance of heat pump is changing according to 
temperature of outer air. The higher temperature is, the higher performance is and via 
verse too. They are used till the point of bivalency -3 oC up to -5 oC. When the temperature 
is lower than point of bivalency, we need to design alternative source of heat. The lowest 
temperature at which heat pump is able to work is -20 oC, from short-term point of view. 
According to long-term point of view of lowest temperature, alternative source of heat 
must be design to cover the whole consumption of heat of building. [17] 
 Heat pump air/water consist of outer and inner unit shown at Picture 1.16.  Outer 
unit is collecting the hot air from the outer environment and is usually placed at the south 
side of building. Inner unit provides heating and warming of water. [17] 
- Advantages: easy installation, low cost of realization in compare with other 
types of heat pumps. [17] 
- Disadvantages: performance of heat pump air/water depend on the temperature of 
outer air. [17] 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1.16 – Outer and inner unit of heat pump air / water [4] 
2.5.2.11. Heat pump water / water 
This type of heat pump has the biggest heating factor COP. Heat energy can be 
collected from aboveground or underground water. Performance of heat pump depends 
on geological disposition and substantiality of water source. Underground water has 
relatively permanent temperature around 10 oC. It is the warmest source of heat. [17] 
 According to this type of heat pump it is necessary to provide supply well and 
recharge well – shown at Picture 1.17. Minimal distance between wells is 15 m. and 
substantiality of source is 0,5 l/s. [17] 
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- Advantages:  stable temperature of source during the whole year [17] 
- Disadvantages: high service costs connected to collecting works. [17] 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1.17 – Heat pump water / water – supply and recharge well. [17] 
2.5.3. Refrigerant 
Is substance or mixture, usually fluid, used in heat pump and refrigeration cycle. 
In most cycles it undergoes phase transition from liquid to a gas and back again. [12] 
Refrigerants are divided into three groups: HFCs, HCFCs, CFCs. [12] 
- HFC refers to the chemical composition of the refrigerant. HydroFluoroCarbon 
indicates that the refrigerant is comprised of Hydrogen, Fluorine and Carbo. A blend that 
that contains different HFCs is considered an HFC refrigerant shown at Picture 1.18. [12] 
- HCFCs refers to the chemical composition of the refrigerant HydroChloroFluoroCarbon 
indicates that the refrigerant is comprised of Hydrogen, Chlorine, Fluorine and carbon. A 
blend that contains both an HCFC and HFC is considered an HCFC refrigerant shown at 
Picture 1.19. [12] 
-  CFCs refers to the chemical composition. ChloroFluoroCarbon indicates that the 
refrigerant is comprised of Chlorine, Fluorine and Carbon. A blend that contains a CFC 
and any other products is still considered CFC refrigerant shown at Picture 1.20. [12] 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1.18 – HFCs refrigerants [12] 
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Picture 1.19 – HCFCs refrigerants [12] 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 1.20 – CFCs –refrigerants [12] 
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3. CALCULATION PART 
In this chapter I would like to describe formulas that are used in project part of 
bachelor thesis for calculation and evaluation of data. 
3.1. ANALYSIS OF THE ENERGY POTENTIAL OF POOLS THAT USE 
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY AS A NATURAL SOURCE OF HOT WATER 
 
 Continuity equation 
 
Continuity equation explains the law of conservation of mass for flowing liquid. 
The equation we can be described in the way that, liquid is during its flowing divided into 
separated particles, which are moving with the speed c. During the movement of particles 
at observed endless small time interval is particle made of same molecules and has to 
respect the law of fluid compressibility ρ = ρ (ρ, s). Particle of liquid could during the time 
change its volume (density). The equation of continuity can be explain in derivative or 
integral form.  
Integral form:          (2.1) 
 
 
Derivative form:         (2.2) 
 
  
 
Basic nonconservative form:        (2.3) 
 
 
 
 Equation of motion        (2.4) 
 
Equation of motion of flowing liquid are derived from Newton´s laws of motion. 
According to this law is time change of motion of moving liquid particle equals to a sum 
of all outer forces acting on particle. For description of time change we use the difference 
of liquid movement. 
 
        (2.5) 
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The equation of motion are described by integral or derivation. 
Integral form:          (2.6) 
 
 
Derivative form:         (2.7) 
 
 
Basic form of Euler-Lagrange:       (2.8) 
 
 
 Energy equation 
 
Energy equation is specific form of axiom conversation of mass, while we consider heat, 
kinetic energy, geopotential energy and mechanical work. 
 
Integral form:          (2.9) 
 
  
 
Derivative from:         (2.10) 
 
 
 
Basic form – basic nonconservative form of energy equation is obtained by 
itemized derivation according to time and divergence.      (2.11) 
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    (2.12) 
 
The term in brackets is equals to zero, so than:     (2.13) 
 
 
 
Where De/Di is time derivation of specific energy – e, describing motion of liquid. 
 
 Determined equations – the most important definition 
 
Conservative integral form of equations is possible to describe for compressible 
nonstationary flowing in given form:  
 
The equation of continuity:        (2.14) 
 
 
 
The equation of motion:        (2.15) 
 
  
 
The equation of energy:        (2.16) 
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Conservative derivative form we derived for the same conditions in form: 
The equation of continuity:         (2.17)  
 
 
 
The equation of motion:        (2.18) 
 
  
 
The equation of energy:        (2.19) 
 
  
 
Conservative equations we could simplified and form as an equations of transporting of 
volume specific function ϕ: 
  
       (2.20) 
 
or in integral form to control volume V:     (2.21) 
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After replacing of volume integer and simplified the time derivation is general 
equation of transport ϕ for control volume: 
     (2.22) 
 
 Where Γ is coefficient of diffusion. The equation of transport for stationary 
flowing is: 
      (2.23) 
In the case of nonstationary flowing of liquid is the equation of transport 
integrated by time integral Δt: 
 
    (2.24) 
 
      (2.25) 
 
Basic nonconservative differential form we derived for the same condition: 
The equation of continuity:        (2.26) 
 
         
 
The equation of motion:        (2.27) 
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The equation of energy:        (2.28) 
 
 
 
 Calorimetry equation: 
The calorimetry equation is describing heat transport through the laws of motion. 
On its base is possible to determine specific heat capacity, amount of heat, which is 
necessary to add or remove, in order to obtain temperature change or to gain the total heat 
transport. 
 
Q = m.c.(θ2 – θ1)        (2.29) 
Qhandover = Qobtained        (2.30) 
 
c1.m1.Δθ1 = c2.m2.Δθ2       (2.31) 
           
c1.m1.(θ1 - θ) = c2.m2.(θ - θ2)      (2.32) 
 
Where: 
θ   - temperature of NHS water 
c   - thermal conductivity of water 
m   - amount of NHS water 
 
 
The mixing calorimetry equation is: 
 
     (2.33) 
Where: 
mb   - amount of mixed water entering the pool (l/s) 
mGTV   - amount of NHS water (l/s) 
ms   - amount of cooled NHS water (l/s) 
θb   - temperature of mixed pool water (oC) 
θGTV   - temperature of hot NHS water (oC) 
θs   - temperature of cooled NHS water (oC) 
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 Hygienic maximum number of people that can bath in Mirror Pools at one time: 
 
nmax = S/3,5         (pcs) (2.34) 
 
Where: 
S     - Area of tensioned surface level of water in pool (m2) 
 Theoretical useful amount of energy      (2.35) 
 
 
ETEO = m.cv.(θGTV – θo).n                    (kWh/day) 
 
 
Where: 
m    - Discharge of poured out water from Mirror pool 
cv    - coefficient of thermal conductivity of NHS water 
θGTV  - Temperature of NHS waste water determined from all Mirror 
pools 
θo   - Temperature of water which poured out to recipient  
n  - Number of operation days (one day) 
 
 Amount of energy of waste NHS water caused by transport   (2.36) 
 
 
ES = m.cv.(θGTV – θGTVh).n          (kWh/day) 
 
Where: 
m    - Discharge of poured out water from Mirror pool 
cv    - coefficient of thermal conductivity of NHS water 
θGTV  - Temperature of NHS waste water determined from all Mirror 
pools 
θGTVh - Temperature of NHS waste water determined at the start of system 
for utilization of the energy potential  
n   - Number of operation days (one day) 
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 Useable amount of NHS energy      (2.37) 
 
 
EU = m.cv.(θGTVh – θb).n           (kWh/day) 
 
 
Where: 
m    - Discharge of poured out water from Mirror pool 
cv    - coefficient of thermal conductivity of NHS water 
θGTVh - Temperature of NHS waste water determined at the start of system 
for utilization of the energy potential  
θb  - Temperature after flow through of system for utilization of the 
energy potential 
n   - Number of operation days (one day) 
 
 
 Unused amount of waste NHS energy from Mirror pools   (2.38) 
 
 
EO = m.cv.(θb – θo).n            (kWh/day) 
 
Where: 
m    - Discharge of poured out water from Mirror pool 
cv    - coefficient of thermal conductivity of NHS water 
θb  - Temperature after flow through of system for utilization of the 
energy potential 
θo  - Temperature after flow through of system for utilization of the 
energy potential and before pouring into recipient 
n   - Number of operation days (one day) 
 
 Efficiency of NHS energetic system:     (2.39) 
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3.2. ANALYSIS OF APPROPRIATE SYSTEMS FOR THE UTILIZATION OF 
THE ENERGY POTENTIAL 
 
 Plate heat exchanger        (2.40) 
NHS energy is primary and the amount of heat, which is transported at plate heat 
exchanger can be described: 
 
QGTV = cGTV . mGTV.(θGTV1 - θGTV2)       (kW) (2.41) 
 
Where: 
cGTV   - specific heat of NHS water (kJ/(kg.K)) 
mGTV   - amount of water entering the plate heat exchanger (kg/s) 
θGTV1 - temperature of NHS water on primary side of plate heat exchanger 
(oC) 
θGTV2 -temperature of NHS water on secondary side of plate heat 
exchanger (oC) 
Amount of heat (Qb), which is transported to secondary heat transfer liquid can be 
described: 
 
               (kW) (2.42) 
 
Where: 
cb   - specific heat of pool water (kJ/(kg.K)) 
mb   - amount of pool water entering the plate heat exchanger (kg/s) 
θb,1 - temperature of pool water on primary side of plate heat exchanger 
(oC) 
θb,2 - temperature of pool water on primary side of plate heat exchanger 
(oC) 
 
 Heat pumps 
 
The NHS water incoming to heat pump is cool down by plate heat exchanger. The 
heat pumps can described using formulas below. 
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Coefficient of performance: 
 
COP = Qout/Qel = (Qin + Qel) / Qel = Tout / (Tout – Tin)    (2.43) 
 
Where: 
Tin   - temperature of source medium (K) 
Tout   - temperature on secondary side (K) 
Qin - energy from outer environment with the temperature Tin (kWh) 
Qel - energy supply for compressor  
Qour = Qin + Qel - total energy at higher temperature Tout (kWh) 
Seasonal performance factor: 
 
SPF  =  Qout / (Qel + Qv + Qč)      (2.44) 
 
Where: 
Tin   - temperature of source medium (K) 
Tout   - temperature on secondary side (K) 
Qin - energy obtained from outer environment with the temperature Tin 
(kWh) 
Qel - energy supply for compressor  
Qour = Qin + Qel - total energy at higher temperature Tout (kWh) 
  
3.2.1. Alternative proposals for measures to reduce energy consumption 
 
 Calculation of the specific pressure drop     (2.45) 
 
 
Where: 
λ   - coefficient of  friction (-) 
d   - inner diameter of pipeline (m) 
ρ   - density of water (kg/m3) 
w   - velocity of liquid in pipeline (m/s) 
I   - length of pipeline (m) 
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 Density of water        (2.46) 
 
 
 
 
Where: 
ρ   - density of water (kg/m3) 
t   - temperature of water (oC) 
 
 Type of flowing determined from Reynold´s number   (2.47) 
 
 
 
 
Where: 
w   - velocity of flowing liquid in pipeline (m/s) 
v   - kinematic viscosity (m2/s)  
 
 Velocity of flowing liquid       (2.48) 
 
 
 
 
Where: 
t   - temperature of liquid  <0; 100 °C> (oC) 
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 Coefficient of friction λ according to Reynold´s number   (2.49) 
 
 
 
 
Where: 
Re    - Reynold´s number ≤ 2320 – laminar flowing 
 
 
      (2.50) 
 
Where: 
Re  - Reynold´s number 2320 ≤ Re ≤ 4000 – interpolation of range 
values 
 
       (2.51) 
 
Where: 
Re  - Reynold´s number ≥ 4000 – turbulent flowing (Colebrook´s 
equation) 
k  - absolute hydraulic friction of pipeline  
 
 Thermal loses in pipelines       (2.52) 
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Where: 
Q   - thermal loss per 1 m of pipeline (W/m) 
λ   - coefficient of thermal conductivity of insulation (W/(m.K)) 
D   - outer diameter of pipeline (m) 
b   - thickness of insulation (m) 
tm   - temperature of medium in pipeline ( needed value ) (
oC) 
te   - outer temperature of environment (
oC) 
 
3.2.2. Economic evaluation of the proposal measures 
 
 Annual savings        (2.53) 
 
 
      (Currency/year) 
 
Where: 
S   - saving of energy per year (kWh/r) 
E   - price of energy  
∆P&Ú   - difference of cost of operation and maintains (+ or -) 
(Currency/year)  
 
 Method of gross return – Payback      (2.54) 
 
 
 
 
Where: 
Io   - total initially investment (currency)  
B   - annual savings (currency/year) 
 
 Net present value method       (2.55) 
If the result is positive the investment is profited.  
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Where: 
r   - real interest rate  
Io   - total initially investment (currency)  
B   - annual savings (currency/year) 
 
 
 
 
 Coefficient of net present value      (2.56) 
 
 
 
 
Where: 
Io   - total initially investment (currency)  
NPV   - net present value 
 
 Net return method – Pay-OFF (PO)      (2.57) 
- Annuity factor 
 
f = D-1 = 
𝑟
1−(1+𝑟)𝑛
 
 
Where: 
r   - real interest rate 
n   - net return  
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4. PROJECT 
In this chapter I would like to apply calculation part on specific part of spa. 
4.1. APPLICATION OF CALCULATION AN TO THE SPECIFIC PART OF 
THE SPA 
For elaboration of bachelor thesis I choose mirror pools described in theoretical 
part at the Balnea Centre located on Spa Island in Piešťany – Picture 3.1 and Picture 3.2. 
This complex is part of company Slovak Health Spa Piešťany.  
 
Picture 3.1 – Piešťany city map [8] 
 
 
Picture 3.2 – Detail of Spa Island Piešťany [9] 
Spa Island 
Piešťany 
Balnea Centre 
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4.1.1. Wells and Drills in Health Spa Piešťany 
 In this chapter I would like to define the division and distribution of NHS at Spa 
Piešťany. 
4.1.2. Division of drills and wells in spa 
Complicated geological structure of NHS and hydrogeological researches makes a 
portfolio for using of NHS at Spa Piešťany. At present there are using drills V1, V4a, V8 
and as an additional source well Adam Trajan marked as a V5 and V5a in table 1.5. [14] 
Well Adam Trajan was built in 1929, as not perfect 8,4m deep well, drilled by two 
steel pipes at 11,2 m. Temperature at this well is around 65oC, total mineralization is 1456 
mg/l and amount of H2S is 6,97 mg/l. Enabled amount of collection is 1200 m
3/day [14] 
Table 3.1 Basic parameters of using of Natural healing sources at Spa Piešťany  
 
Table 3.2 Temperatures and dimensions of drills according to geological works.  
Source of NHS 
Max. enabled collection 
of NHS 
Temperature of 
NHS from longterm 
point of view 
Depth 
[l/s] [oC] [m] 
Drills 
V1 4,1 62,6 - 66,7 54,3 
V4a 8 64,4 - 66,5 54 
V8 6,2 62,2 - 67,0 55 
Wells 
Adam 
Trajan 
13,5 60,8 - 62,5 16 
Sum: 31,8   
Drill 
Ground 
Depth 
of drill 
Max. 
Temperature 
Collection 
from 
depth 
Q H2S 
Note 
[m.a.s.l.] [m] [oC] [m] [l/s] [mg/l] 
V-1 159,84 55,20 67,5 55,2   11 
Dressing 159,96 
mn/m; 23,5 l/s 
V-4a 159,84 54,00 68   24 8,9 
Cavern 15m; 
dressing 24 l/s 
V-5   11,20 66,5 11,2 2,7   
Drill V-5 and V-5a in 
Adam Trajan drill 11 
m 
V-5a   11,00 66,5 11 2     
V-6   57,80 67,1 24 10     
V-7 159,84 66,50 69 66,5 5,21 5,92 
According to G-10; 
dressing 5,21 l/s 
V-8 159,84 55,00 68,2 54,4 7,5 7,5   
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4.1.2.1. Distribution of NHS across Spa Island 
Distribution of water is shown at Picture 3.3 and is made by cast iron pipelines 
DN 150 situated at above-ground level concrete collector. Total length of pipelines with 
warm and cold water from mixing station to Balnea Center (where are situated mirror 
pools) is 1573,9 m. After my exploration it is possible to state that part of pipelines is 
insulated with basalt insulation and part is without any insulation – Picture 3.4.  
Picture 3.3 - Scheme of distribution of NHS across Spa Island 
Picture 3.4 Cadastral map of Spa Island in Piešťany – distribution of NHS 
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4.1.3. Distribution of NHS  
From the source of NHS water is flow-through water gravitationally collected at 
lower part of accumulation station - Picture 3.5, where with the help of pumps is pressed 
into opened distribution system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 3.5 – Pumping of NHS from the flow-through source of NHS situated at 
accumulation station 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 3.6 – Accumulation of NHS: Left picture show hot NHS (t=65°C, p=0,18 MPa), 
Right picture show cold NHS (t=24°C, p= 0,24 MPa). 
At accumulation station is collected NHS from the flow-through well and drills 
with the help of pumps pressed and distributed into individual departments. To secure 
required amount of NHS in consideration of nonlinear requirement, there are situated 
horizontal tanks for accumulation of NHS at accumulation station. Nowadays Health Spa 
Piešťany owned 4pc. of horizontal tanks for hot NHS and 6 pc. for cold NHS – Picture 
3.7. 
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In spite of the fact that NHS is poured out of the ground at average temperature 
65 oC, is not useable for healing procedures at departments of Spa Piešťany and it is 
necessary to mix this water with additional cold water. Mixing of hot NHS water with 
another colder water (for example: underground water) is not possible because of 
chemical reaction, colorification of water. Due to this reason, there is situated another 
equipment – Korobon heat exchanger, which at it primary side is cooling down the hot 
NHS water and on secondary side warming cold underground water for additional use at 
Health Spa Piešťany.  
Scheme of involvement of accumulation station is shown at Picture 3.7, which 
showed involvement, collection of flow through NHS from source, pumping with help of 
pumps to Spa Piešťany departments, accumulation of hot and cold NHS and involvement 
of heat exchanger for preparation of cold NHS. Pressure in opened NHS system is secure 
by compressor with the accumulation of pressed air. 
Operation of Spa Piešťany in direct relation on amount of H2S in NHS depends 
on distribution of hot NHS with the operation pressure p = 0,18 MPa and distribution of 
cold NHS with operation pressure p = 0,24 MPa. Pipelines for distribution of NHS are 
DN 150.   
 
 
Picture 3.7 – Accumulation station – technological solution of accumulated NHS water – 
red tanks are for hot NHS water (t=65°C, p=0,18 MPa), green tanks are for 
cold NHS water (t=24°C, p= 0,24 MPa). 
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4.1.4. Cooling of NHS water – preparation of cold NHS water 
To secure operation of Spa Piešťany from the requirement of amount of NHS 
water point of view is opened NHS system completed with the distribution of cold NHS.  
Cold NHS water is prepared at Korobon heat exchanger of NHS water, where on 
primary side flow hot NHS water, at the time of measurement was the temperature 67,9 
oC and the discharge 489,26 m3/day. On secondary side flow cold water from 
underground water wells with the temperature 14 oC and is warm at heat exchanger to 
temperature 56 oC. This warmed water is used as a supply for showers with hot water. 
Analyzation of this water is not the subject of this bachelor thesis.  
 Korobon heat exchanger is special atypical plastic heat exchanger – Picture 3.8 
and Picture 3.9. situated at accumulation station. Heat exchanger consist of 12 parallel 
connected heat exchangers. It was developed in Germany by the company VEB 
ELEKTROCHEMISCHES KOMBINAT BITTERFELD with the name KAMMER –
WARMEUBERTRACHER K20/20 – KOROBON 10302. 
Basic parameters of heat exchanger: 
 Heat exchange area:   22 m2 
 High:     1630 mm 
 Length:    1565 mm 
 Width:     440 mm 
 Number of basic units:  12 pc 
 Performance of basic unit:  112 kW 
 Performance of heat exchanger: 1344 kW 
 
         
Picture 3.8 - (left) View on Korobon heat exchanger VEB ELEKTROCHEMISCHES 
KOMBINAT BITTERFELD with the name KAMMER –WARMEUBERTRACHER 
K20/20 – KOROBON 10302. 
Picture 3.9 - (right) Side view on Korobon heat exchanger - scheme   
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 Cold water from Korobon heat exchanger flow into distributor of cold NHS (at 
Picture 3.8 is cold water marked with green armature and pipelines) and in the case of 
lower requirement of cold NHS water, is water accumulated at 6 tanks with the volume 
40 m3 - Picture 3.7 as a supply of water. 
4.1.5. Areal distribution of NHS water 
Tracing of distribution of NHS water across the Spa Island is shown on cadastral 
map at Picture 3.10. 
Historical solution of Spa Piešťany grouped all balnological departments near the 
source of NHS - Irma, Napoleon, Pro Patria. Modern age allows us to build balneological 
departments far away from the source of NHS. Balnea Centre is the farest balneological 
department at which are situated our measured Mirror pools. Total length and 
construction of pipelines and collector were described in theoretical part of bachelor 
thesis. 
 
Picture 3.10 - Cadastral map of Spa Island with marked distribution of NHS water. 
 As an attention for further analysis of Mirror pools at Balnea Centre I discovered 
an energetic paradox, that higher thermal loses of heat during the distribution of NHS 
caused it cooling and from this point of view lower consumption of cold NHS water at 
the mixing armature at Balnea Centre. Possible change of pipelines with higher insulation 
could prevent this thermal loses. This topic is not subject of bachelor thesis.  
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4.1.6. Balneological departments 
Scheme of distribution of hot and cold NHS water to balneological departments 
is on Picture 3.4. 
Balneological institutions: 
 Balneotherapy Napoleon 
 Balneotherapy Pro patria 
 Balneotherapy Irma 
 Balneotherapy Balnea Centre – chosen department on determination of energetic 
potential from NHS water 
Table 3.3 – List of collection places of NHS 
 
 
4.2. MIRROR POOLS 
In this chapter I would like to describe the location and using of mirror pools at 
Spa Piešťany. 
4.2.1. Description and location of mirror pools in Spa  Piešťany 
Mirror pools are totally 4 rehabilitation flow-through pools with the mineral water 
from the natural healing source with the temperature 39 oC and 36 oC. Depth is 1,2 m with 
the possibility of sitting on peripheral side of pool. Filling of pools is secure by mixing 
armature, which mix hot and cold water from natural healing sources at given ratio. 
Mixing of water is controlled via measurement and control department at dispatching of 
Spa. The duty of this department is to ensure minimum hygienic requirement for a 
tributary and requirement for the temperature at pools – Picture 3.11 and Picture 3.12.  
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Picture 3.11 – Mirror pools – empty      Picture 3.12 – Mirror pools – full 
 
4.2.2. Using of mirror pools 
Patient is submerged into the water, or is sitting on the peripheral of the pool. 
During whole procedure the patient is under control of doctors. Bath in mirror pool and 
his length must be prescribed by doctor. Usually it is between 10 -15 minutes. This 
restrictions are concerning mirror pools with the temperature 39 oC. On the other hand it 
is possible to bath in mirror pools with the temperature 36 oC, without any doctor’s 
prescription.  
4.2.3. Analysis of mirror pools 
Opening hours of pools are from 7:00 till 18:00, when the last entry is at 17:30 
during whole week. Maximum amount of people for one entrance is stated at calculation 
part. Water drainage of Balnea Centre is shown at scheme 3.2 at Project part of Bachelor 
thesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 3.13 – Scheme of water supply of Balnea Centre 
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 Division of Mirror pools: 
o Square shape Mirror pool - Men  
o Square shape Mirror pool - Woman 
o Trapezoid shape Mirror pool - Men 
o Trapezoid shape Mirror pool – Woman 
 
 Dimension of Mirror pools 
o Described at picture 3.14 and 3.15 
 
 Area of Mirror Pools – Picture 3.14 
o Area of square shape pool -  S1 = 31,28 m2 
o Area of trapezoid shape pool -  S2 = 31,26 m2 
 
 Construction system of pool  
o Ceramic tiles 
o Reinforced concrete 
 
 Calculation of maximum number of people that can bath at one time according to 
Hygienic Law 
o According to Hygienic Law maximum number of people bathing at one 
time is 1 person per 3,5 m2 
 S1[m2]  / 3,5 [m2]  = 31,28 / 3,5 = 8,94 people  9 people at one time 
 S2[m2]  / 3,5 [m2]  = 31,26 / 3,5 = 8,93 people  9 people at one time 
 
Picture 3.14 - Square and Trapezoidal Mirror pool – Men 
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Picture 3.15 - Square and Trapezoidal Mirror pool – Woman 
 
4.2.4. Distribution of NHS water into Mirror Pool 
Water supply for mirror pools is solved by the temperature sensor which is 
measuring actual temperature in the bottom of pool. The optimal temperature of Mirror 
pool is 39 oC or 36 oC. This temperature is obtained by mixing armature controlled by 
Measurement and Regulation dispatching, which mixed two NHS waters from 
accumulation station with the temperature 53,4 oC and 28,4 oC in given ratio to obtain 
optimal temperature of pool – Picture 3.16. 
 
Picture 3.16. – Scheme of distribution of water into Mirror Pools. 
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Picture 3.17 – Distribution of NHS water into Mirror Pool – mixing armature.  
 
Picture 3.18 – Dispatching of Measurement and Regulation 
From obtain measurement of MaR I obtain measured data from the temperature 
sensor placed at bottom of Mirror pools with the temperature of pool measured every one 
minute during the day and discharge measured every one minute during the day from 
mixing armature – Table 3.4 – because of company secret the values of table cannot be 
directly visible. The results of this measurement are shown on Graph 3.1., Graph 3.2., 
Graph 3.3., and Graph 3.4. 
Table 3.4 – Measured values of temperature and discharge from dispatching of MaR 
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Graph 3.1- Temperature and discharge of square Mirror pool – woman 
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Graph 3.2 - Temperature and discharge of square Mirror pool – men 
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Graph 3.3 - Temperature and discharge of trapezoidal Mirror pool – woman 
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Graph 3.4 - Temperature and discharge of trapezoidal Mirror pool – men 
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After review of graphs I can stated that the temperature of pools is increasing 
during the day to its maximum value 37,6 oC at square Mirror pool women, 36,25 oC at 
trapezoidal Mirror pool women, 36,25 oC at trapezoidal Mirror pool men and 38,2 oC at 
square Mirror pool men. The discharge is at maximum value at the time of draining of 
pools and that 5,8 l/s at square Mirror pool women, 5,8 l/s at trapezoidal Mirror pool 
women, 6 l/s at trapezoidal Mirror pool men and 6 l/s at square Mirror pool men. 
Filling of trapezoidal Mirror pool – men begin every day at 3:01 am and ends at 
5:06 am. From 5:06 am till 18:16 pm is discharge almost constant at value 1,10 l/s and 
the temperature is increasing. Total time for evaluation of energetic potential from this 
pool is 13 hours and 10 minutes – Graph 3.4. 
Filling of square Mirror pool – men begin every day at 3:01 am ad ends at 5:06 
am. From 5:06 am till 18:16 pm is discharge almost constant at value 1,10 l/s and the 
temperature is increasing. Total time for evaluation of energetic potential from this pool 
is 13 hours and 10 minutes – Graph 3.2. 
Filling of trapezoidal Mirror pool – woman begin every day 4:02 am and ends at 
5:52 am. From 5:52 am till 18:16 pm is discharge almost constant at value 1,10 l/s and 
the temperature is increasing. Total time for evaluation of energetic potential from this 
pool is 12 hours and 8 minutes – Graph 3.3. 
Filling of square Mirror pool – woman begin every day 4:02 am and ends at 5:52 
am. From 5:52 am till 18:16 pm is discharge almost constant at value 1,10 l/s and the 
temperature is increasing. Total time for evaluation of energetic potential from this pool 
is 12 hours and 18 minutes – Graph 3.1. 
Mixing of NHS water is not efficient, because of differences of pressure of hot 
and cold NHS water. The pressure of incoming hot NHS water is 0,18 MPa and the 
pressure of incoming cold NHS water is 0,24 MPa. Due to this reason mixing armature is 
not able to mix the water to obtain optimal temperature 36 oC and 39 oC. The only one 
possibility is to repeat pouring hot or cold NHS water according to MaR dispatching. The 
result of this inefficiency is that graph of discharge is jumping – Graph 3.5. 
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Graph 3.5 – Detail of mixing procedure of discharge 
This inefficiency could be prevent by designing of new mixing armature or better 
communication between the end point (mixing armature) and MaR dispatching. This 
solution is not the subject of this bachelor thesis.   
 
4.3. ELABORATION OF SOLUTIONS USING THE POTENTIAL ENERGY 
OF POOLS 
In this chapter I would like to determine the energetic potential of NHS waste 
water from Mirror pools.  
4.3.1. Releasing of waste NHS water from Mirror pools 
Data for evaluation releasing waste NHS water from Mirror pools were obtained 
from MaR dispatching and using of mathematical equations. At present, water from 
Mirror pools is releasing gravitationally and collecting at cooling sedimentary tank, where 
is cooling down to 27 oC – the hygienic minimum temperature at which water can be 
poured into river. Afterwards this water is pouring into bypass of river Váh (recipient) – 
Picture 3.19. 
Values for evaluation of energetic potential of NHS water from Mirror pool were 
calculated by the calorimetric formula and are shown in Table 3.4 and Graph 3.6.  
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Picture 3.19 – Existing releasing of waste NHS water from Mirror pools 
From the sensors placed at waste NHS pipelines MaR dispatching give me 
measured values of discharges and temperatures of releasing NHS waste water. This 
measurement were collected in Table 3.5 - because of company secret the values at table 
cannot be directly visible. The results of this measurement are shown on graph 3.6. 
Table 3.5 – Measured temperature and discharge from MaR dispatching 
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Graph 3.6 – Temperature and discharge of releasing waste NHS water 
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From the obtained measurement I determined the average temperature with the 
help of calorimetric equation during the day at releasing pipeline of waste NHS water - 
34 oC and average discharge - 4,3 l/s. This temperature and discharge was entering data 
for elaboration of energetic potential of mirror pools that using NHS water as a natural 
healing source.  
 
4.3.2. Preliminary design of system  
Preliminary design was based on two sequences of cooling by the plate heat 
exchangers from which cold NHS water is pouring into the water/water heat pump, where 
is generating heat. The gravitational high of NHS water is 2m = 20 kPa – Picture 3.20.  
 
Picture 3.20 – Preliminary design of system for collecting potential energy from pools 
4.3.3. Design of first and second plate heat exchanger 
The design of first sequence plate heat exchanger was made by Alfa Laval 
Company, who made specification list of their product that fits to our required discharge, 
temperature values and chemical composition of water is shown below. Second plate heat 
exchanger was designed according to obtained values from the first heat exchanger. 
Technical specification made by Alfa Laval Company is shown below.  
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Technická špecifikácia doskového výmenníka tepla 
Alfa Laval  
 
Model: M6-FG 102PL ALLOY 316  (1*51MH, 1*50ML)    
 
Navrhoval: Michal Salaj (michal.salaj@alfalaval.com)  
Návrh: Oddelovací - 1. stupeň (158kW) 
Dátum: 14. 3. 2016 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
           
Teplá strana                   Studená strana 
Tekutina  Water Water 
Hustota kg/m3 994.5 996.4 
Merná tepelná kapacita kJ/(kg*K) 4.18 4.18 
Viskozita vstup cP 0.736 1.17 
Viskozita výstup cP 0.892 0.752 
 
Objemový prietok l/s 4.3 2.0 
Teplota vstupu °C 34.0 14.0 
Teplota výstupu °C 25.2 33.0 
Tlaková strata kPa 4.98 1.27 
 
Výkon kW 158.0 
LMTD K 4.2 
Súč. prest. tepla teoret. W/(m2*K) 2493 
Súč. prest. tepla skut. W/(m2*K) 2494 
Teplovýmenná plocha m2 15.0 
Súč. zanesenia * 10000  m2*K/W 0.0 
Rezerva % 0.0 
 
Typ prúdenia médií  Protiprúd       
Smer prúdenia   S1 -> S2  S4 <- S3 
 
Počet dosiek  102 
Počet efektívnych dosiek  100 
Kanály  1*51MH 1*50ML 
Počet priechodov  1 1 
Rezerva na rozšírenie  13 
 
Materiál dosiek/hrúbka   ALLOY 316 / 0.50 mm   
Materiál tesnenie  NBRB Clip-on NBRB 
Clip-on 
 
Velkosť pripojení mm 60.0 60.0 
Rýchlosť prúdenia v hrdle m/s 1.521 0.7069 
 
Konštruk./Test. pretlak bar 10.0/13.0
 10.0/13.0 
Konstrukční teplota °C 90.0 90.0 
 
Celková dĺžka x šírka x výška mm 955 x 320 x 920 
Obsah tekutiny dm3 15.3 15.0 
Čistá hmotnosť, prázdná / pracovná kg 212 / 242 
 
Prepravná hmotnosť ( PLYWOOD BOX OCEAN LYING ) kg 237 
Objem m3 0.4 
dĺžka x šírka x výška mm 960 x 420 x 1080  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Táto špecifikácia je vypočítaná na základe údajov poskytnutých  zákazníkom. Prevádzka výmenníka bude 
zodpovedaťtejto špecifikácii len v prípade dodržania prevádzkových podmienok, pre ktoré bola táto 
špecifikácia vypracovaná. 
Picture 3.21 – Design of first sequence plate heat exchanger made by Alfa Laval Co. 
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Technická špecifikácia doskového výmenníka tepla 
Alfa Laval  
 
Model: T8-BFM 80PL ALLOY 316  (1*39MH, 1*40ML)    
 
Navrhoval: Michal Salaj (michal.salaj@alfalaval.com)  
Návrh: Oddelovací - 2. stupeň (183kW) 
Dátum: 14. 3. 2016 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
             
                  Teplá strana                    Studená strana 
Tekutina  Water Water 
Hustota kg/m3 997.4 998.8 
Merná tepelná kapacita kJ/(kg*K) 4.19 4.20 
Viskozita vstup cP 0.891 1.21 
Viskozita výstup cP 1.14 1.09 
 
Objemový prietok l/s 4.3 10.9 
Teplota vstupu °C 25.2 13.0 
Teplota výstupu °C 15.0 17.0 
Tlaková strata kPa 2.68 14.9 
 
Výkon kW 183.1 
LMTD K 4.4 
Súč. prest. tepla teoret. W/(m2*K) 2987 
Súč. prest. tepla skut. W/(m2*K) 2987 
Teplovýmenná plocha m2 14.0 
Súč. zanesenia * 10000  m2*K/W 0.0 
Rezerva % 0.0 
 
Typ prúdenia médií  Protiprúd       
Smer prúdenia   S1 -> S2                                       S4 <- S3 
 
Počet dosiek  80 
Počet efektívnych dosiek  78 
Kanály  1*39MH                                          1*40ML 
Počet priechodov  1 1 
Rezerva na rozšírenie  8 
 
Materiál dosiek/hrúbka   ALLOY 316 / 0.50 mm   
Materiál tesnenie  NBRB ClipGrip™ NBRB 
ClipGrip™ 
 
Velkosť pripojení mm 80.0 80.0 
Rýchlosť prúdenia v hrdle m/s 0.8555 2.173 
 
Konštruk./Test. pretlak bar 10.0/13.0
 10.0/13.0 
Konstrukční teplota °C 90.0 90.0 
 
Celková dĺžka x šírka x výška mm 960 x 400 x 890 
Obsah tekutiny dm3 16.6 17.0 
Čistá hmotnosť, prázdná / pracovná kg 271 / 304 
 
Prepravná hmotnosť ( PLYWOOD BOX LYING ) kg 316 
Objem m3 0.6 
dĺžka x šírka x výška mm 1024 x 464 x 1196  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Táto špecifikácia je vypočítaná na základe údajov poskytnutých  zákazníkom. Prevádzka výmenníka bude 
zodpovedaťtejto špecifikácii len v prípade dodržania prevádzkových podmienok, pre ktoré bola táto 
špecifikácia vypracovaná. 
Picture 3.22 – Design of second sequence plate heat exchanger made by Alfa Laval Co. 
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4.3.4. Design of heat pump  
Design of heat pump is made by software SOLKANE, which was advised by Alfa 
Laval Company. Technical specifications shown on the list below. 
Entering data for evaluation of heat pump are – Picture 3.23 and Picture 3.24: 
 Discharge :   4,3 l/s 
 Temperature :   17 oC 
 
 
Picture 3.23 – Design of heat pump in software SOLKANE made by Alfa Laval Company 
 
 
Picture 3.24 - Design of heat pump in software SOLKANE made by Alfa Laval Company 
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Technická špecifikácia doskového výmenníka tepla 
Alfa Laval 
 
Model: AC-500EQ-120H-F (1*60HB, 1*59HR)   
 
Navrhoval: Michal Salaj (michal.salaj@alfalaval.com)  
Návrh: Výparník R134a - 182kW 
Dátum: 14. 3. 2016 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
          
Médium Water                                            R134a 
Hmotnostný prietok kg/s 10.84 1.480 
 
Vstupná teplota °C 17.0 11.6 
Výparná teplota °C  10.0  
Výstupná teplota                     °C 13.0 15.0 
Pracovný tlak           In/Out bara /
 6.30/4.12 
Tlaková strata kPa 22.0 218 
Rýchlosť v pripojení In/Out m/s 2.27/2.27
 5.62/16.3 
 
Výkon kW 182.0 
Teplovýmenná plocha                 m2 26.1 
Súč. prestupu tepla teoretický      W/(m2*K) 2680 
Súč. prestupu tepla skut.        W/(m2*K) 2666 
Súč. zanesenia * 10000      m2*K/W 0.0 
Rezerva       % 1 
LMTD K 2.6 
 
Typ prúdena médií  Protiprúd       
 
Pripojenie S1 Teplá-Vstup (teplotný snímač)   / 1/2" ISO 228/1-G (C31) Alloy 304 / ISO 
228/1-G 
Pripojenie S2 Teplá-Výstup (teplotný snímač)   / 1/2" ISO 228/1-G (C31) Alloy 304 / ISO 
228/1-G 
Pripojenie S3.1 Studená-Vstup (chladivo)   / 42.1  (M66R) Alloy 304 /  
Pripojenie S4.2 Studená-Výstup (chladivo)   / 3"1/8  (L35R) Alloy 304 /  
Pripojenie T1 Teplá-Vstup   / 3"(88.9)  (P35R) Alloy 304 /  
Pripojenie T2 Teplá-Výstup   / 3"(88.9)  (P35R) Alloy 304 /  
 
Počet dosiek  120 
Počet efektívnych dosiek  118 
Kanály  1*60HB
 1*59HR 
Počet priechodov  1 1 
Materiál dosiek/spájka  Alloy 316 / Cu 
 
Veľkosť pripojení mm 78.0 78.0 
Rýchlosť prúdenia v hrdle m/s 2.273 16.31 
 
PED  PED  
Návrhový tlak pri -196.000000  Bar 32.0 32.0 
Návrhový tlak pri 150.000000  Bar 32.0 32.0 
Návrhová teplota °C -196.0/150.0 
 
Rozmery (Dĺžka, šírka, výška) mm 428 x 322 x 739 
Hmotnosť čistá / pracovná kg 113 / 171 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Táto špecifikácia je vypočítaná na základe údajov poskytnutých  zákazníkom. Prevádzka výmenníka bude 
zodpovedaťtejto špecifikácii len v prípade dodržania prevádzkových podmienok, pre ktoré bola táto 
špecifikácia vypracovaná. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Fyzikálne vlastnosti 
 Teplá strana   Studená strana  
 Water   R134a  
 Kvapalina Para  Kvapalina               Para 
     (vstup/výstup) 
  
Hustota 998.3/999.3   1259/1245 20.50/19.06 
Sp.Teplo 4.195/4.200   1.342/1.358 0.9503/0.9350 
Viskozita 1.09/1.21   0.245/0.238 0.0133/0.0135 
T.Vodivosť 0.598/0.592   0.0907/0.0892 0.0125/0.0128 
Bod varu    /10.0 
Rosný bod    /10.0 
 
Mol. hm.    102.30/102.30 
Kritický Pr    40.55/40.55 
Kritická teplota    101.0/101.0 
 
Picture 3.25 – Design of vaporizer made by Alfa Laval Co. 
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Technická špecifikácia doskového výmenníka tepla 
Alfa Laval 
 
Model: CB112-86AM (1*42AMH, 1*43AML)   
 
Navrhoval: Michal Salaj (michal.salaj@alfalaval.com)  
Návrh: Kondenzátor R134a - 249kW 
Dátum: 14. 3. 2016 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
           
Médium  R134a                                  Water 
Hmotnostný prietok kg/s 1.419 2.000 
Médium Konden./Výparník kg/s 1.419 0.000 
Vstupná teplota °C 84.0 33.0 
Kondenzačná teplota °C 65.0 
Výstupná teplota                     °C   62.8 
Pracovný tlak           In/Out bara 19.0/18.8  
Tlaková strata kPa 16.1 5.27 
Rýchlosť v pripojení In/Out m/s 9.05/0.749
 1.21/1.23 
 
Výkon kW 249.0 
Teplovýmenná plocha                 m2 9.4 
Súč. prestupu tepla teoretický      W/(m2*K) 2626 
Súč. prestupu tepla skut.        W/(m2*K) 2159 
Súč. zanesenia * 10000      m2*K/W 0.0 
Rezerva       % 22 
LMTD K 12.3 
 
Typ prúdena médií  Protiprúd       
 
Pripojenie S1 Studená-Výstup  Vonkajší závit / 2" ISO 228/1-G (B23) 
Alloy 316 / ISO 228/1-G 
Pripojenie S2 Studená-Vstup  Vonkajší závit / 2" ISO 228/1-G (B23) 
Alloy 316 / ISO 228/1-G 
Pripojenie S3 Teplá-Výstup   / 2 1/8"  (D21) Alloy 316 /  
Pripojenie S4 Teplá-Vstup   / 2 1/8"  (D21) Alloy 316 /  
 
Počet dosiek  86 
Počet efektívnych dosiek  84 
Kanály                                                                                         1*42AMH                                     1*43AML 
Počet priechodov  1 1 
Materiál dosiek/spájka  Alloy 316 / Cu 
 
Veľkosť pripojení mm 49.0 46.0 
Rýchlosť prúdenia v hrdle m/s 9.052 1.227 
 
PED  PED  
Návrhový tlak pri 90.000000  Bar 37.0 37.0 
Návrhový tlak pri 225.000000  Bar 30.0 30.0 
Návrhová teplota °C -196.0/225.0 
 
Rozmery (Dĺžka, šírka, výška) mm 266 x 191 x 616 
Hmotnosť čistá / pracovná kg 43.6 / 58.8 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_ 
Táto špecifikácia je vypočítaná na základe údajov poskytnutých  zákazníkom. Prevádzka výmenníka bude 
zodpovedať 
tejto špecifikácii len v prípade dodržania prevádzkových podmienok, pre ktoré bola táto špecifikácia 
vypracovaná. 
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Fyzikálne vlastnosti 
 Teplá strana   Studená strana  
 R134a   Water  
 Kvapalina Para Kvapalina Para    
(vstup/výstup)
  
Hustota 6895.2/1005 83.09/92.96  993.4/980.8  
Sp.Teplo 1.965/1.744 1.229/1.474  4.180/4.175  
Viskozita 0.159/0.174 0.0189/0.0171  0.752/0.446  
T.Vodivosť 0.0608/0.0686 0.0197/0.0177  0.621/0.655  
Bod varu  65.0/65.0   
Rosný bod  65.0/65.0   
 
Mol. hm.  102.30/102.30   
Kritický Pr  40.55/40.55   
Kritická teplota  101.0/101.0   
Latentné teplo    133.2/133.7  
 
Picture 3.26 – Design of condenser made by Alfa Laval Co. 
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According to software SOLKANE, I design Graph 3.7. and Table 3.6 which shows 
the ratio between the needed temperature and coefficient of performance.  
Table 3.6 – Coefficient of performance 
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Graph 3.7 – Coefficient of performance 
After the consultation of results with Alfa Laval Company, I decided to choose   
R134a as a refrigerant which has at needed temperature 55 oC coefficient of performance 
3,56.  
 
Picture 3.27 – Log p - i diagram 
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4.4. DEVELOPING SCHEMES SOLUTIONS AND SIMPLIFIED DRAWINGS 
 
Picture 3.28 – Scheme of collecting energetic potential from Mirror Pools 
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Picture 3.29 – Design of second sequence plate heat exchanger made by Alfa Laval    
Company 
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Picture 3.30 - Design of first sequence plate heat exchanger made by Alfa Laval    
Company 
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Picture 3.31 – Design of vaporizer made by Alfa Laval Company 
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Picture 3.32 – Design of condenser made by Alfa Laval Company 
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4.5. ECONOMICAL AND ENERGETIC EVALUATION OF 
MEASUREMENTS 
Energetic point of view is the base of solution of describing any NHS water 
system and its using. In this chapter I would like to analyze Mirror pools at Balnea 
Centre from energetic and economical point of view.   
4.5.1. Energetic evaluation for Balnea Centre 
On the base of experimental measurement I determine, that for average day is 
consumption of NHS water in Slovak Heatth Spa defined by discharge Qsc = 20,09 l/s 
and is stated in Table 3.4. Total consumption of NHS water is at Mirror pools at Balnea 
Centre – our experimental measurement is Qsp = 4,3 l/s. This will be the entering data 
for energetic and economical evaluation of measurements. 
 
 Theoretical useful amount of energy – recent state 
ETEO = m.cv.(ΘGTV – Θo).n = 4,3*4,180*12,38*(34,45-25,80)*1 = 1924,78 kWh 
 
Theoretical amount of potential energy at recent state a day is ETEO = 1924,78 kWh/day 
 
 Amount of energy of waste NHS water caused by transport – recent state 
 
ES = m.cv.(ΘGTV – ΘGTVh).n = 4,3*4,18*12,38*(34,45-34)*1 = 100,13 kWh 
 
Thermal loses in distribution of NHS water is ES = 100,13 kWh/day 
 
 
 Useable amount of NHS energy – recent state 
 
EU = m.cv.(ΘGTVh – Θb).n = 4,3*4,18*12,38*(34,00-34,00)*1 = 0,00 kWh/day 
 
Usable amount of NHS energy at Mirror pools at Balnea Centre during their operation  
EU = 0,00 kWh/day 
 
 Unused amount of waste NHS energy from Mirror pools 
 
EO = m.cv.(Θb – Θo).n = 4,3*4,18*12,38*(34,00-25,8)*1 = 1824,65 kWh/day 
 
NHS water poured out from Mirror pools at Balnea Centre is EO = 1512,83 kWh/day  
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Calculated energetic balance for Mirror pools at Balnea Centre – recent state is 
stated in Table 3.7 and Graph 3.8. 
Table 3.7 – Energetic balance of energy of NHS – recent state 
ENERGETIC BALANCE OF ENERGY OF NHS  
RECENT STATE 
TOTAL POURING OUT  
NHS WATER FROM 
MIRROR POOLS 
  %  
AMOUNT OF NHS WATER 
l/s 4,3 100,00 
m3/deň 371,5 100,00 
Es - Energy - Distribution thermal loses  kWh/deň 100 5,20 
Eu - Energy - Potentional energy used kWh/deň 0,00 0,00 
Eo - Energy - Waste NHS water kWh/deň 1 825 94,80 
ET - Energy - Theorethical kWh/deň 1 925   
ET - Energy - Theorethical % ratio % 0,00   
Efficiency of NHS water system in % 0,00   
 
 
Graph 3.8 – Energetic balance of energy of NHS – recent state – graphic solution 
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 Theoretical useful amount of energy – new state 
ETEO = m.cv.(ΘGTV – Θo).n = 4,3*4,180*12,38*(34,45-15)*1 = 4327,98 kWh 
 
Theoretical amount of potential energy at recent state a day is ETEO = 1924,78 kWh/day 
 Amount of waste NHS water caused by transport – new state 
 
ES = m.cv.(ΘGTV – ΘGTVh).n = 4,3*4,18*12,38*(34,45-34)*1 = 100,13 kWh 
 
Thermal loses in distribution of NHS water is ES = 100,13 kWh/day 
 Useable amount of NHS energy – new state 
 
EU = m.cv.(ΘGTVh – Θb).n = 4,3*4,18*12,38*(34,00-15,00)*1 = 4227,84 kWh/day 
 
Usable amount of NHS energy at Mirror pools at Balnea Centre during their operation  
EU = 4227,84 kWh/day 
 Unused amount of waste NHS energy from Mirror pools 
 
EO = m.cv.(Θb – Θo).n = 4,3*4,18*12,38*(15,00-15,00)*1 = 0,00 kWh/day 
 
NHS water poured out from Mirror pools at Balnea Centre is EO = 0,00 kWh/day  
 
Calculated energetic balance for Mirror pools at Balnea Centre – new state is 
stated in Table 3.8 and Graph 3.9. 
 
Table 3.8 – Energetic balance of energy of NHS – proposal state 
ENERGETIC BALANCE OF ENERGY OF NHS  
PROPOSAL STATE 
TOTAL POURING OUT NHS 
WATER FROM MIRROR POOLS 
  %  
AMOUNT OF NHS WATER 
l/s 4,3 100,00 
m3/deň 371,5 100,00 
Es - Energy - Distribution thermal loses  kWh/deň 100 2,31 
Eu - Energy - Potentional energy used kWh/deň 4 228 97,69 
Eo - Energy - Waste NHS water kWh/deň 0,00 0,00 
ET - Energy - Theorethical kWh/deň 4 328   
ET - Energy - Theorethical % ratio % 98   
Efficiency of NHS water system in % 98   
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Graph 3.9 – Energetic balance of energy of NHS – proposal state – graphic solution 
By the graphic solution of efficiency of design system shown on Graph 3.10, I 
declare efficient way of collecting energy from NHS waste water 
 
 
Graph 3.10 – Efficiency of recent and proposal system of using NHS waste water 
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According to design of energetic technological equipment, the most important is 
design of refrigerant in heat pump cycle, which significantly influence COP of heat 
pump in dependence of water temperature on secondary side of heat pump. 
Economical evaluation is based on compartment of the heat boiler room - Table 
3.9 in Balnea Centre and our low-potential energy system.
 
Table 3.9 – Economical evaluation of the heat boiler in Balnea Centre 
The heat boiler room Balnea Centrum performance 9,98 MWh 
Measured amount of consumed gas in July 2015: 
m3 40 918 
Average amount of consumed gas per one day 
m3 1 320 
Costs of gas in July 2015: 
€ 19 780 
Price for m3 €/m
3 0,4834 
Calorific value of gas in July 2015 
kWh / 
m3 
9,685 
Measured amount of energy in gas July 2015: 
kWh 396 291 
Measured amount of energy per one day kWh 12 784 
Measured amount of consumed gas per year 2015 m3 1 614 815 
 
Table 3.10 – Total savings per one day by using the low-energy potential system 
Amount of green house 
gases 
The heat boiler Balnea Centrum Balnea Centrum 
t/rok kg/deň kg/deň 
TZL 0,12273 0,100315 0,001096 
SO2 / SOx 0,01473 0,012038 0,000131 
CO 2,39316 1,956145 0,021363 
TOC 0,96647 0,789982 0,008628 
Amount of used NHS 
water per one day 
kWh  
4 327,98 
Amount of saved gas  m3  
447 
Total savings per one 
day 
€  216 
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5. CONCLUSION 
According to European Union low-carbon economy, which should decrease the 
amount of Green House gases in Europe, which I considered as a very important for our 
future life.  
As a result of my research I discovered that Natural healing sources has a very big 
energy potential, which can beneficially influence the economic and environmental 
situation in Slovakia. On the other hand the ratio of using of renewable sources in 
Slovakia is recently very small and it is necessary to find out new ways how to collect 
and use this sources. 
Using of NHS water in Balneological departments in Slovak Health Spa Piešťany 
is recently aimed primary on healing of patients. After using this water on healing 
procedures is poured into to sedimentary tank, where the temperature is decreasing to the 
temperature required by the Hygienic law. When the temperature is 25 oC it is poured into 
bypass of river Váh, without any efficient using. 
This bachelor thesis provides an attention on energetic and ecological using of 
renewable source of energy such as Natural healing sources in Balneological departments. 
Evaluation of energetic potential is possible to reach only with the help of detailed 
studying of system and permanent monitoring, which helps us to control and make 
efficient arrangement in operation of Balneological departments.  Ecological evaluation 
is based on assessment of poured out waste NHS water temperature. With the help of 
experiment measurements and calculations I observe that there is energetic potential in 
using of NHS water, which can visibly influence the efficiency and economic situation in 
Slovak Health Spa Piešťany and from stated point of view are insufficiently analyze and 
operated.  
 During the elaboration of bachelor thesis I discovered several possibilities that can 
improve the economic and environmental situation of Slovak Health Spa Piešťany. The 
most important possibilities are to make better communication between Measurement and 
Regulation dispatching and endpoint mixing armature to improve mixing process of NHS 
water. Secondly, improvement of the insulation of distribution pipelines, which from my 
point of view is unacceptable. Thirdly to better reuse of waste heat from NHS drills and 
wells, which is nowadays used as a hot water in Balneological departments.  
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